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‘Hijabi

Girl’ Test Readers: Useful
Suggestions from Berwick Lodge
Primary and Tamworth Library groups.
by Hazel Edwards

Larrikin Puppets by
Puppet Creation Lab &
Puppet Tribe

Although having a Turkish Muslim co-writer like Ozge Alkan for the
cultural checking of skirt lengths, hijab folding and Turkish desserts plus
our illustrator Serena Geddes having SriLankan heritage, I am not an
Aussie Rules fan. So the language had to be right for all cultures, football
included. (Ozge is a mad keen Aussie Rules fan, luckily). Naming
characters was culturally important and we needed a substitute name for
Ahmed or Ahmet (challenge of so many different cultural spellings of
this name).
Workshopping at draft manuscript stage with appropriately aged students
with a range of reading abilities is vital even for highly experienced
authors. One wrong word can turn off a reader. And a familiar word or
custom will keep them reading.
Our original ‘Hijabi Girl’ book has been popular and with the Larrikin
Puppets Musical touring in 2021, the now co-written ‘Hijabi Girl’ 2&3
in the series needed candid workshopping and short , apt titles which
linked to the earlier book!
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For our Afro-Australian character, these were most useful suggestions:
Misha 5/6 K
Emir
Omir
Eymen
Mehmet
New names were suggested for teacher although we prefered to leave her
as generic Miss.
Hijabi Girl 2 title suggestions:
Getting Ready for Game Day
Overcoming Hurdles: Will They Get There?
The New Footy Team
Feeling Footy,
Footy Idea,
Time to Kick,
Catch the Footy.
Hijabi Girl 3.
The Race to Win
The Competitive Competition
*Up Against the Best
* Go Go Go-Annas!
Go-annas Big Day at the Footy Match.
Varied Comments:
I very much enjoyed each book… displayed that not only boys could play
football, but women too.
Some names I have come up with: Nigal, Amir, Kile, Miles, Enzo, Amos,
Ezra, Nico.
On p 8, Chap 2 Doing Stuff Together, hijabi is spelled wrong.
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Hijabi Girl2;
What do you mean by ‘Check with the librarian?’ How about Google?
This is an example of current usage we needed to update.
Other suggestions:
In Hijabi Girl 2, the sentence ‘Let it go…’ blared from the speakers and
the school day was over , instead could say ‘Let it go, the familiar song
from the movie ‘Frozen’ blared from the speakers and the school day was
over.’ (No, because this dates the story and ties it to 2020)
In ‘Hijabi Girl 2’ where she was stopped from reading, the sentence
‘Groan,’Melek was just at the exciting bit’, could say,’Melek groaned in
protest, she just arrived at the most exciting bit.’
General comments.
I liked how the children were from different cultures and backgrounds.
As the chapters unfolded, I was delightfully introduced to the world of
Turkish, Vietnamese and other countries desserts!
Reading the book was easy. The start was a bit boring but then when you
keep reading, it gets more interesting.
(* Important to have the honest reactions, we revamped the beginning)
‘It’s a good story about kids in a school. They are ordinary kids doing
ordinary things.Melek is a hijabi girl who wants to create her own Aussie
Rules team and forms friendships.’
‘Even if they are from different backgrounds and have different hobbies
they still come together as a team and become friends. One character
likes soccer, another drawing, one has a pet rat.’
Very grateful to Tamworth librarian Amy Rake who is also part of the
Dolly Parton Imagination Library project and Berwick Lodge Primary’s
Rob Kelly and his students for their trial reading of the next two books in
the ‘Hijabi Girl’ series.
Apart from the reassurance that we got most things right, the heart
warming aspect of the ‘workshopping’ was the teachers saying how much
the students enjoyed the experience, and wanted more.
Hazel Edwards November 2020
Link and resources: https://hazeledwards.com/hijabi-girl.html
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